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With over 70 years of collective experience in law and administration,
it’s no surprise that JND’s seasoned executive management team has
built the fastest-growing legal administration firm in the industry.
When you work with us, your case receives the personal attention
and expertise of our principals –Jen Keough (J), Neil Zola (N), and
David Isaac (D).
JND is well-known throughout the legal industry for providing
the most responsive, trustworthy, and comprehensive legal
administrative service in the country. JND has already been
recognized by the New York Law Journal and the Legal Times as
the best administration firm in the country for 2018 and 2017. JND
was also recently named an approved vendor for the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC).
Where other firms come up short, clients who want the most
dedicated, technically agile team turn to JND for innovative,
ambitious strategies with proven results.
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